15th August 2020

Slot from 1st August 2020 to

INA, NEW DELHI

PARTICIPATION IN DELHI HAAT,

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS FOR
Bed Sheet
General 45
Sew Park
Delhi
Delhi
Delhi

Bed Sheet
General 61
Kristen Vihar
Delhi
Delhi
Delhi

Bed Sheet
General 19
Ram Nagar
Delhi
Delhi

Bed Sheet
General 59
Ganeshpuri
Delhi
Delhi

Handloom Products Category Stall No
Selected Societies for Drill Heat Stalls

Slot: 01/08/2020 to 15/08/2020

Selected Societies for Drill Heat Stalls

Slot: 01/08/2020 to 15/08/2020

11 The Kamla Handloom Co-
HLM-DUN-178-0934
Delhi

12 The Kamla Handloom Co-
HLM-DUN-178-0943
Delhi

10 The Bharita Handloom
HLM-DUN-178-0920
Delhi

9 The Bohi Handloom Co-
HLM-DUN-178-0907
Delhi

8 The Bohi Handloom Co-
HLM-DUN-178-0927
Delhi

7 The Bohi Handloom Co-
HLM-DUN-178-0937
Delhi

6 The Bohi Handloom Co-
HLM-DUN-178-0947
Delhi

5 The Bohi Handloom Co-
HLM-DUN-178-0957
Delhi

4 The Bohi Handloom Co-
HLM-DUN-178-0967
Delhi

3 The Bohi Handloom Co-
HLM-DUN-178-0977
Delhi

2 The Bohi Handloom Co-
HLM-DUN-178-0987
Delhi

1 The Bohi Handloom Co-
HLM-DUN-178-0997
Delhi

Handloom Products Category Stall No
Selected Societies for Drill Heat Stalls

Slot: 01/08/2020 to 15/08/2020

Selected Societies for Drill Heat Stalls

Slot: 01/08/2020 to 15/08/2020

Selected Societies for Drill Heat Stalls

Slot: 01/08/2020 to 15/08/2020

Selected Societies for Drill Heat Stalls

Slot: 01/08/2020 to 15/08/2020

Selected Societies for Drill Heat Stalls

Slot: 01/08/2020 to 15/08/2020

Selected Societies for Drill Heat Stalls

Slot: 01/08/2020 to 15/08/2020

Selected Societies for Drill Heat Stalls

Slot: 01/08/2020 to 15/08/2020

Selected Societies for Drill Heat Stalls

Slot: 01/08/2020 to 15/08/2020

Selected Societies for Drill Heat Stalls

Slot: 01/08/2020 to 15/08/2020

Selected Societies for Drill Heat Stalls

Slot: 01/08/2020 to 15/08/2020